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Math Vocabulary Test
1. the set of positive numbers that begins at one and increases by

increments of one each time {1, 2, 3, ..., n}

A. Converting

2. decreasing in size or value; going downward. B. Unit Rate

3. to change C. Mixed Number

4. increasing in size or value; going upward. D. Rational Numbers

5. a number consisting of an integer and a proper fraction. E. Irrational Numbers

6. a fraction in which the numerator is greater than the denominator F. Equivalent

7. the rules of which calculations are performed first when simplifying an

expression (GEMDAS)

G. Percent

8. in the expression , x is called the base and y is called this. This

determines the number of times the base is multiplied by itself.

H. Exponent

9. an unknown number that may change within the context of a

mathematical problem (usually expressed as a single letter)

I. Integers

10. the common multiplicative ratio between pairs of related data which

may be represented as a unit rate

J. Venn Diagram

11. two equivalent ratios in an equation. K. Descending

12. a ratio between two different units where the denominator is 1 L. Order of Operations

13. a multiplicative comparison of two different quantities where the

measuring unit is different for each quantity (ex. miles/feet)

M. Ratio

14. a multiplicative comparison of two quantities N. Absolute Value

15. a part of a whole expressed in hundredths O. Improper Fraction

16. The multiplicative inverse. Where we multiply to get 1. (ex. 3/1 x ⅓ = 1) P. Natural Numbers

17. an equation that uses symbols for "less than"(<) and "greater than"(>) Q. Whole Numbers

18. numbers that are equal or have the same value. R. Reciprocal

19. same distance from zero on the number line as the original integer, but

on the other side of zero

S. Opposite

20. the distance of a value from zero on a number line T. Inequality
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21. a diagram that shows all possible logical relations between a fixed

collection of different sets.

U. Scale Factor

22. having an infinite and non-repeating expansion when expressed as a

decimal.

V. Ascending

23. the set of counting (natural) numbers, their opposites, zero, and

numbers that can be expressed as a fraction or decimal.

W. Proportion

24. the set of counting (natural) numbers, their opposites, and zero {–n, …, –

3, –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., n}

X. Rate

25. the set of counting (natural) numbers and zero {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., n} Y. Variable


